Whether you consider them major genomic parasites or potentially major drivers of genome expansion, long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons are major, making up 15 to 90% of plant nuclear genomes (reviewed in Sabot and Schulman, 2006) . These elements transpose by a replicate-and-paste mechanism, wherein an RNA copy of the retrotransposon is reverse transcribed into DNA, which then integrates into the host genome at a new location. This requires a set of proteins, including reverse transcriptase and integrase, encoded by autonomous retrotransposons. LTR retrotransposons that do not have the suite of required proteins are generally referred to as nonautonomous; many of the nonautonomous elements are dead, but some can make new copies by exploiting the proteins produced by their autonomous partners.
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The evolution and maintenance of the relationships among autonomous elements and their nonautonomous counterparts have proven to be complex and intriguing. For example, how do nonautonomous elements maintain sequence conservation in cis-sequences required for transposition, including the LTRs, the primer binding site, the polypurine tract, and adjacent regions? To examine the partnerships between elements, characterize the SNARE family of LTR retrotransposons in soybean. The authors mined the recently sequenced soybean genome sequence for SNARE family members, finding 5832 copies, of which 2851 were intact elements. Sequence comparison within the intact elements defined members of two autonomous subfamilies, SARE A and SARE B , and a nonautonomous subfamily of SNRE elements, which are derived from SARE A (see figure) . Interestingly, some of the SNRE elements contained a unique insertion of a solo LTR from an unrelated retrotransposon, forming a sublineage (SNRE S ) that could easily be tracked.
Examination of the evolutionary relationships among subfamilies found that the SARE A and SARE B subfamilies diverged in sequence and assort consistently into separate phylogenetic clades. By contrast, a phylogenetic analysis of the LTR sequences of the SNRE S elements found that SNRE S LTRs were more closely related to either the SARE A or SARE B LTRs than to each other, indicating exchange between autonomous and nonautonomous elements. Moreover, analysis of single putative recombinant elements allowed identification of putative parental elements and prediction of recombination breakpoints.
Interestingly, this exchange was mainly restricted to the LTR sequences; comparison of the most closely related SNRE S and SARE A subfamilies found that conserved sequences, such as ORF1, gag, and env, were more similar within each group than between groups. Dating of the insertion time of the SNARE elements, based on the divergence between the two LTRs of each intact element, estimated that most elements inserted recently, with the average age of most elements less than 1 million years, in contrast with the estimated 11 million year ago divergence of SARE A and SARE B elements. Thus, the authors have found that the relationship between autonomous and nonautonomous elements can be maintained and strengthened by region-specific exchange between the two types of elements.
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